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Playing the dating game is definitely often tricky: all the more so for individuals with Asperger's
Syndrome. How do people with AS cope with intimacy and communication in sexual
associations? This reserve will prove essential to parents, teachers, counsellors and individuals
with AS themselves. Just how do AS adolescents and their own families cope with sexual
feelings and behaviour? In this comprehensive and unique instruction, Isabelle Hénault delivers
practical information and suggestions on issues which range from puberty and sexual
development, gender identity disorders, lovers' therapy to recommendations for sex education
programs and preserving sexual boundaries. What help can be given if a man with AS oversteps
the mark in expressing his sexuality?
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Some books particularly effective at providing this while staying away from anecdotal style
are g.The book however is written for clinicians and doesn't give enough imaginative assistance
to autistic readers.] More for teenagers than adults This is a very comprehensive workbook that
may be lots of fun for teens but ho-hum for adults unless they've had an extremely sheltered
sexual life. Is great book. The author makes many observations showing in-depth understanding
of autism and not simply sexuality. must-read for just about any parent with a child on the
spectrum - or any kid at all!).5/5 if subtitled "For Clinicians" This book does a good job of
introducing and outlining the effects of autism on sexuality.Living Well on the Spectrum: How to
Use Your Strengths to meet up the Challenges of Asperger Syndrome/High-Functioning
Autism,Asperger Syndrome (Autism Spectrum Disorder) and Long-Term Romantic relationships:
Fully Revised and Updated with DSM-5® Requirements Second Edition, and Asperger's
Syndrome Workplace Survival Instruction: A Neurotypical's Secrets for Success.I would
recommend this publication to clinicians. Since there is nothing else I guess I'd also recommend
to patients but it will require more time and effort to apply. what can we perform about "social
asexualization"? just book of its kind, vital read for any parent with a kid on the spectrum, as well
as any parent at all. It is well-created and interesting, and I have used it to greatly help my
practice and the clients that I serve. has been invaluable if you ask me with my child identified as
having asperger's syndrome at 4 who's now 11. Good Resource for Professionals and Parents of
these with Asperger's Disorder I work with individuals who have AS and discovered this to be a
relevant and informative book. it has actually helped build our relationship since he right now
knows that i will shoot straight with him and discuss topics honestly and seriously with him..
frank, clear, honest debate of sexuality in maturing teenagers and how to handle it.For
information regarding Asperger's Disorder and therapy, feel free to visit my blog at [... Another
edition could possibly be made more useful for the latter by adding many more example
complications and solutions. It really is quite explicit and a lot more useful than what I ever
examine as an adolescent myself. wonderful wonderful explanations and useful workbook. I
recommend if you have an Aspergers child or client tha.t you will work with I cannot recommend
this book highly enough. Excellent.The very best book I have continue reading the main topic of
Asperger syndrom and sexuality. A location I function professionally in.Few more words needed.
Satisfied Pleased with seller response. I've not read the book as yet. My son read it and believed
it could suit therapists more than the average lay person. Excellent Resource This book is
excellent for explaining Sex is for Aspergers people. Is fantastic book. We purchased this
publication after going to a seminar where Isabelle . I believe that this book is also a good
resource for family as well, since it is easy to learn and it can benefit give them an understanding
of sexual issues that may take place.. We purchased this reserve after attending a seminar where
Isabelle Henault was a speaker. The book is quite informative regarding the struggles Aspie's
and their families face. This might help us to apply these ideas and imagine adjustments and
solutions inside our own lives (e. Received as described. Superior to the Attwood publication on
Sex in my opinion.
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